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COVID-19 Endpoints
• Most endpoints are ordinal in scale

• Most are combining together different clinical states of disease 
progression

• Relatively short timelines
• Given enrollment rates and sample sizes and need, maybe 21 days is 

“long”

• Some “integrate over time” some do not

• Trying to make it easy to collect; objective; clinically relevant



Disease States
• Severe: In ICU, maybe on ventilator, need organ-support

• Moderate: Hospitalized; not ICU; Not organ support

• Mild (COVID suspected or proven): Ambulatory, non-
hospitalized

• Healthy: Do not have COVID-19



WHO/NIH Ordinal Scales
WHO Ordinal Scale

1: Death
2: IMV or ECMO
3: NIV or HFNC
4: Hospitalized w O2
5: Hospitalized w/o O2 w/ in-patient 
needs

6: Hospitalized w/o in-patient needs

7: Not hospitalized w limitations
8: Not hospitalized w/o limitations

NIH Ordinal Scale

1: Death

2: IMV or ECMO

3: NIV or HFNC

4: Hospitalized w O2
5: Hospitalized w/o O2 w/ in-patient needs
6: Hospitalized w/o in-patient needs

7: Not hospitalized w limitations

8: Not hospitalized w/o limitations



Other Endpoints
• Mortality (ordinal scale!)

• (Death, MV, alive/not MV)

• (Hospitalized/death, not hospitalized)

• Time-to-liberation (all ordinal!)
• Time to leave ICU; off MV; leave hospital

• ICU-Free days:
• Composite of “alive & free of organ support” & “in-hospital death”
• Death –1, 0, 1, 2, …, 21 (death, 0 days free OS, 1 day free OS,…,21 

days free organ support)



Timing?
• NIH is day 15

• Have seen “worst-vale of NIH Scale” over 15 days

• ICU-Free days integrates timing

• “Ideas” of a model that incorporates “AUC” over 21 days



State by Endpoint

• Severe

•Moderate

•Mild

NIH Ordinal Scale

1: Death

2: IMV or ECMO

3: NIV or HFNC

4: Hospitalized w O2
5: Hospitalized w/o O2 w/ in-patient needs
6: Hospitalized w/o in-patient needs

7: Not hospitalized w limitations

8: Not hospitalized w/o limitations



State by Endpoint: ICU-Free Days

• Severe

•Moderate

•Mild

State over 21 days ICU-Free 
Days

Death –1
Alive, 0 organ-support free 0
Alive, 1 organ-support free 1
Alive, 2 organ-support free 2
Alive, 3 organ-support free 3
… …
Alive, 20 organ-support free 20
Alive, 21 organ-support free 21



Analysis Methods for Ordinal Scales
• Wilcoxon Test

• Non-parametric, no effect size, harder model

• Proportional-odds model
• Easy to model; effect size across endpoint “odds-ratio”
• Proportional odds assumption
• Every jump is the “same”

• Numerical averaging
• Yuck

• Utility Analysis of “Ordinal States”

• Cox-Model???

• Dichotomize?



Bayesian Proportional Odds Model
• Modeling easy

• Dichotomous logistic-regression for 2 values

• Interpretation of odds-ratios good clinical interpretation

• Covariates easy, interactions easy…

• Allows adaptations, predictive probabilities, …



REMAP-CAP Simulations
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REMAP-COVID: The REMAP-CAP COVID-19 platform trial for hospitalized COVID-19 patients 
Background 
COVID emerged in late 2019, spreading rapidly resulting in a pandemic of pneumonia with high mortality. As 
a new disease, there are no treatments with established effectiveness. However, there are multiple 
treatments that may be effective. It is imperative to evaluate these candidate treatments rapidly, identifying 
those that are promising, and discarding those that perform poorly.  

Adaptive platform trials (APTs) are a new type of trial that learns rapidly about the effectiveness of single as 
well as combination treatments. Several organizations, including the WHO and the Gates Foundation, 
endorse APTs as the best approach to learn rapidly during an epidemic. The REMAP design is a highly 
modular and flexible APT, standing for 'randomized, embedded, multifactorial, adaptive platform'. 

REMAP-CAP is specifically designed to determine optimal treatments for pandemic pneumonia. It was 
launched under the EU FP7 PREPARE consortium using a design that evaluates all-comer pneumonia during 
inter-pandemic periods but transitions immediately to pandemic mode in response to a new threat.   

REMAP-CAP is conducted by several of the world's leading critical care clinical trials groups, with funding from 
multiple governments. It entered pandemic mode in February 2020, launching a COVID-specific sub-platform 
called REMAP-COVID. The platform has deployed new domain modules for anti-viral and immunomodulatory 
therapies targeted against COVID-19, and is actively enrolling COVID-19 patients in 13 countries.  

The objective 
To reduce mortality and morbidity in patients hospitalized with COVID-19 infection. 

Designed to generate answers quickly and evolve as knowledge is gained 
• Rapid enrolment at the bedside using streamlined entry criteria and data collection, with multiple 

strategies to embed study logistics within clinical processes of care 
• Assignment to treatment regimens, allowing concomitant evaluation of multiple therapies  
• Rapid (as fast as weekly) updates to randomization allocation tables 
• Immediate read-out of superiority, inferiority, or equivalence for each intervention 
• Additional domains and interventions within domains can be added easily 

Designed to be beneficial for patients 
• By assigning patients to 'recipes' of treatments, few patients receive no active therapy 
• As soon as a new treatment arm is superior to control care, that arm can become the new control 
• Updated randomization probabilities assign patients preferentially to the best-performing arms 

Current and planned domains, interventions and regimens 
REMAP-COVID is testing interventions in 4 domains 
• Antiviral Rx: none; kaletra; 2 doses of hydroxychloroquine (HCQ); kaletra/HCQ combo 
• Macrolide Rx: none: azithromycin 
• Corticosteroids: none; low-dose, fixed, 7 days; low-dose only while in shock; high dose 
• Targeted Immune Rx:  none; interferon-beta; IL-1ra (anakinra); 2 IL-6ra agents 

REMAP-COVID is currently designing a fourth domain: ACE2 modulation. 
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Bayesian Proportional Odds Bayesian Code

https://ftp.berryconsultants.com/BayesPOModel/

Huge Thanks to Lindsay Berry and Elizabeth Lorenzi for the code!


